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Transparency promise put to test

asked council if the La- be cleaning up the harbor. a number of volunteers will Coast Guard recruits and Day (April 22) when U.S. could be tackled on Earth removal of one of the boats rector of the Nature Center the issue.

City intended to remove the a storm. He asked if the Allen said the Shannon derelict boats were rotting newspaper’s The Other Mark Allen, writer of this ment and beach patrol. Cape Regional Medical chief medical officer of setting up a meeting with A2 WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5, 2017
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Resident Emily Dempsey with a botanical and seawater-infused volcanic stone massage and conclude with these three relaxing spa exfoliation, you will be cocooned in a warm skin and transport the senses. After gentle

Marking history

"We're hoping people will learn a little more about the great history that's right here in Cape May." Vivian said.
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Development of the coun-

ERMA – Lower town- ship police will be cracking down on a matched drivers "drunk U Turn Test" & Fy enforcement

Lower police targeted distracting drivers
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